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ABSTRACT

\fortex-like and • n ing-like solutions of 2+1 Dim. SU( 2) YM theory with the Chem-

Simons term are discussed. Two ansatze are consmicted which yield respectively analytic Bessel

function solutions and elliptic function solutions. The Bessel function solutions are vortex-like

and tend to the same vacuum state as the Ginzburg-Landau vortex solution at large p. The J.icobi

elliptic function solutions are string-like, have finite energy and magnetic flux concentrated along

a line in the x\ - xz plane.
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INTRODUCTION

Solutions of classical gauge field theories are of great importance mainly because of their
role in providing a stepping stone to the quantal theory f 11. The extensive study to date has been
extremely fruitful in yielding the kink in D " 1, the vortex in D = 2, the monopole in D - 3 and
the instanton in D = 4 [2, 3]. These tour well-known static topological solitons derivable from
field theory may play a significant role in physics.

Interest involvingthe 2+1 dimensional gauge field theories with the Chern-Simons term
[4-6] has recently been on the increase partly because of the intrinsic mathematical structure and
partly because at high temperature, the relativistic quantum field theory becomes effectively 3 di-
mensional f 7, 8 ] and he nee of its possible role in the understanding of the high Te superconductivity
[9], Indeed, the existence of both neutral and electrically charged vortices of finite energies of the
2+1 dimensional gauge theory with the Chern-Sitnons term has only been demonstrated very re-
cently [ 10-14| and by now it is quite clear that the presence of the Chern-Simon* term serves to
make the energies of these vortices finite. However, so far only numerical so'utions have been
presented.

If we take the viewpoint of Ref.[l] where the quantal theory may be obtained from the
classical solutions;, numerical solutions are not quite acceptable; exact and analytical classical so-
lutions are preferable. The aim of this paper is to discuss two types of exact and analytic solutions
of iheSt/ f?) Yang-Mills theory in 2+t dimensions with the Chem-Simons term. Some tentative
results have been previously reported in Ref.flSJ.

The first ansatz yields Bessel function solutions, which it real fn Minkowski space, re-
sembles the Ginzburg-Landau static vortex solution when p —» ec, and possesses finite magnetic

energy.

The second ansatz yields the Jacobi elliptic function solutions which ire string-like along
one of the 2 spatial axes. The Jacobi elliptic function solutions obtained in this paper are different
from those of Ref.[151 because the reduced equations of motion were solved in a different manner.
Ar;in from the Euclidean solutions, the present approach also enables the elliptic function solutions
to be exhibited in the Minkowski space. The energy per unit length and the action per unit length
per unit interval of time of these string-like solutions are finite.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the SU(2) YM theory with the Chern-

Simons term is briefly reviewed and the physical quantities characterizing the solutions are defined.

The Bessel function solutions are discussed in Section 3 where we also point out the similarities

between the solution and that of the Y\l ctjuiition coupled to a Higgs field and that of the Abelian

Nielsen-Olesen vortex solution | Ifij. In Section 4, the Jacobi elliptic function solutions are given

and ihe paper ends with some comments.



2. SU(2) YANG-MILLS THEORY WITH THE CHERN-SIMONS TERM

In 2+1 dimensions, it is possible to introduce an unconventional term, namely the Chern-

Simons term, into the Yang-Mills Lagrangian which gives a mass to the vector fields while the

equations of motion remain gauge covariant {5,6]. The resultant action is then given by

where the YM Lagrangian density is

( l a )

(16)

l + j e"" (10

and the Chern-Simons Lagrangian density is

Ccs = - j € e * M

and £ is a parameter with the dimension of mass. The gauge field coupling constant g is set to one

and the metric used is g¥r = (— +• +) . The requirement that the phase exponent of the action be

gauge invariant implies that £ must be quantized, that is 4 *•£ = n f !O-Ul where n is an integer.

The equation of (nation that results from the above action is

where £ is real in Minkowski space and is replaced by - i f in the Euclidean space. The SU(2)

group indices o, 6, c run from 1 to 3 and the spatial indices /i, u, a = 1,2 and 3 in Euclidean space

and n, v, a = 0 , 1 and 2 in Minkowski space.

The usual physical quantities which characterise tht solutions are given as follows:

Magnetic field : B' = - • - e, , F o l > (3)

Electric field : E° = F,^ (4)

Energy - Momentum Tensor : B"" = F^'F^ + S""CYM (5)

Angular Momentum

Magnetic flux

Electric charge : q" = d xd'E? • (8)

THE BESSEL FUNCTION SOLUTIONS

Consider the following ansatz in Minkowski space,

i* - X"*v, r

(9 a)

(961

where | ^ , = €,7 ~,p' = ^'.i,j = 1,2;p1 - i f + x\ j are unit vectors of the cylindrical
coordinates. With this ansatz and the requirement that A{x) = ]-, the equation of motion (I)
reduces into the following equations:

," +1 v; + a0a, v, - -L v, - i
p pf p

-p % * (106)

o ,

0 ,

where prime and dot mean differentiation with respect to p and d respectively. By letting ¥ i and

*¥2 be independent of the angle tt>, Eqs.(lO) further reduce to

1

Vj" + i ¥:' _ f fV + -
/> \ p

0 ,

( U B )

(116)

(lie)

From Eq.(l Ic). "P^ -

and together with

•• 0 will automatically satisfy Eq.fllb). To solve for Eq.f 1 la), we write

(12a)

(126)¥2 • e""' Ri(p); a • constant ,

i, Eq.(t la) becomes

(13)
a* 1 d

dz1 a dz

where i2 = (f2 + a1)pz. Eq.(13) is just the differential equation of ihe modified Bessel function,
K\ ( i ) {\1\. Hence it is found that the solutions of Eqs.(ll) are

= - c e - » If, ( i ) , ( 1 4 a )

where c is a constant and Kn( j l and KV*1 are Ihe modified Bes^et functions, Sett ings ^ 0 , '
recover the iimc independent solution of Ref-115| and ihe gauge potentials then take the forms

A%

The electric and magnetic fields are respectively given by

(15)

(16o)

(166)



The electric energy is given by

HE - ffeY f K2(£p)pdp ,
Jo

and the magnetic energy is finite and is given by

U7a>

2 '

From Eq.(6), (he angular momentum is

and from Eq.(7), the magnetic flux is

From Eq.(8), the electric charge is

so that its relation to the magnetic flux is

(17 ft)

(13)

(19)

(20)

( = •>

Note that by setting c - Jtf in Eq.(19) and Eq.(20), Eq.(21) implies that die charge is quantized in
a manner similar to that of Ref.[10-14].

At (his point, it is useful to draw attention to the similarity bet ween the equa tion of motion
(2) and one of the equations of motion when the Higgs field is explicitly introduced into the SU( 2)
YM theory. The Lagrangian density is

where m2 and 0 are constants and

From Eqs.(22), the equations of motion that follow are

and

(226)

(23 a)

By writing.

&• « £(sin op*

where a is a constant, the Yang-Mills Chem-Simons gauge potentials (15) are observed to be also
the exact solution of ihe Yang-Mills Higgs equation of motion (23a), We also observe that the
equation of motion (23b) can be satisfied when £2 • *jj- and in the limit when p is large, i.e. when
Eq.(15) tends towards the pure gauge potentials.

( i ) , 4JJ-0 (25)

Hence in the presence of the constant Higgs field, the YM equation of motion (23a) takes the form,

when A% is given by Eq.(15).

The relation to the Nielsen-Olesen vortex solution is also interesting. In the Abelian case
of the Nielsen and Olesen model [161 characterized by the Lagrangian,

I
the Ginzburg-Landau static vortex solution is given by

|4>|~ constant - £(at large p) ,

(27)

(28a)

when e = 1. The electric field is zero und (he magnetic field Is given by

(29)

On comparing, the non-Abelian gauge potentials (IS) with the Abelian one (28b), it can be seen
that other than the gauge group indices, the vector potentials are similar when p ~* oo. From
Eq.(24);ind Eq.CSa). it is observed that the magnitude of the non- \helian Il i^s field is ihe same
as the Abelian Higgs Field when p is large,

2 . (30)

Also the magnitude of the non-Abelian magnetic field (16b) is the same as that of the Abelian
magnetic field (29) in the limit when p tends to infinity. Hence it can be concluded that the YM-
Higgs solution (15) and (24) constitutes a non-Abelian generalization of the Giniburg-Landau
vortex solution (28) at large p. The only major difference is that the non-Abelian electric field is
non-zero. ;is the scalar non-Abelian potential is non vanishing.



4. THE JACOB! ELLIPTIC FUNCTION SOLUTIONS

Other forms of ansatz to the equation of motion (2) are possible. In particular, the gauge

potentials

A*

will reduce the equation of motion (2) to

n) = 0 ,

subject to the conditions,

<h t

(31)

(32)

(33a)
(336)

(33 c)

Eq.(32) is just the non linear differential equation of the Jacobi elliptic functions [17]

E" + aE + bE1 = 0; (34a)
1

(E1)1 + aE + — bE* = c . (346)

The equivalence is clearly sear, by letting $ = e F{ 12, it) in Eq.(32), whereby a = a( fc) = - £ 2 /4
2e2.

With the elliptic solution, the gauge potentials becomes.

) . (35)

The gauge potentials (35) arc regular for all points in space when £( 12 . fc> is chosen to be e n d ; , k),

xi,*:) or c

(36)
For the case when

e1 = Jfc2 = 1, o becomes -1 ,6 = £ = 2 andc vanishes. In this particular case, the action per unit

length of x\, per unit time interval is finite as

S = - / dii irn . (37)

7

The energy

H= ftfxtf* =-2

(38)

and the magnetic flux, as given by Eq.(7),

dxi (39)

are concentrated along the 12 » 0 axis and are finite per unit length of t\. The electric fields and

magnetic fields

,1 dnz(xt)

end,) - i (40)

(41)

vanishes exponentially fast at large distances away from the n -axis. The electric charge <j° is zero,

so is the angular momentum / . From all these observations, the gauge potentials (35) correspond

to a string-like solution along the n-axis.

Tnr. Euclidean space version of the Jacobi elliptic function solution can be written as

(42)

(43)

and the reduced equation of motion obtained is

-j? E-2elEi'O

By setting £ = 2 and e = i. we find the correspondence.

(44)

withJb" = 1. A similar analysis tolhat done forthe Minkowski space solution, shows that the action

is the same as Eq.(37) while the energy and magnetic flux distributions differ by a sign from Eq.(38)

and Eq.(39). The electric charge and angular momentum also vanish. The electric and magnetic

fields vanish exponentially fast at large distances away from the x\ -axis in a similar manner as that

of solution (35).



5. COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper analytic solutions of the SU( 2) YM theory with the Chem-Simons term
have been obtained. Prior to this, only numerical solutions are known [181, The ansatz (9) linearizes
the YM equation with the Chem-Simons term so that the equations of motion (10) can in fact be
solved to yield many other solutions which are dependent on-p, 4> and IO- For example, in the
Minkowsld space, we can have

(456)

where ci andci are constants, /„(z) andA\,(z) are the modified Bessei functions and r :

The singular pure gauge part of the ansatz (9) with A = J may be removable by a si n gular
gauge transformation to the Abelian gauge fields

where k* is a constant unit vector and the functions f j and 4*i satisfying Eqs.(lO). However such
gauge transformation changes the physical state of the solution. In order to have finite energy here
*§\ must tend to p ~ U € as p ~* 0 and to p"1"6 for large p( e > 0)

The Bessei function solutions are regular for all points in space except at p = 0 . This is

due to the presence of an electric source atp = 0. Hence the electric energy diverges atp = 0.

Here it is noted that with the time independent ansatz,

(i) +6$4>JBI ( I ) +-)
\ ~ pi

(47)

the equation of motion (2) reduces to

~ 7 Bi~ 7}

At ^-Ai-
dz

- ~ { = 0 . z='p (48a)

—At -Bt^-
dz dz

~

^-Bi - AtBz •*• AzBt = 0
dz

(48i)

(48c)

which is just Eqs.(3.41) in Ref.[l8]. (In Ref.[18| the factor of TT have been left out.) The ansatz

(47) reduces to the ansatz (9) when Az = B% = 0. Bi = *f i and A] = KH;. Hence the gauge fields

(47) may be related by a singular gauge transformation lo the gauge fields of Ref.[ IS].

The Jacobi elliptic function solution of Section 4 can be written in a more general way,

(<*9)

where a; and 03 are constants and n" = —(oj + a\). In this notation, the reduced equation of
motion becomes

' =0 (50)E"- l-i* E + (a\

of which the gauge potentials (35) are a special case of Eq.(49) when a; » aj = e.

For the Euclidean Jacobi elliptic function solutions (42), the gauge potentials can be made
to depend on xi , u and u simply by rotating the space-time axes and the group axes. Hence the
gauge potentials can also be written as.

~

(51)

where a*, i* and 0* are similar to a", 7" and 0* and are constant orthogonal unit vectors. Similar
rotations are also possible in the Minkowsld space.
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